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The issue

If you are like me, much of your
time is spent ensuring that the
classroom learning experience
you provide for your students is
stimulating, interactive and impactful. But how invested are we in ensuring
that what students do outside of class is
productive? Based on my anecdotal experience and several studies1,2,3 looking
at study strategies employed by students,
the answer to this question is not nearly
enough! Much like professional athletes
or musicians, our students are asked to
perform at a high level, mastering advanced, information dense subjects; yet
unlike these specialists who have spent
years honing the skills of their craft,
very few students have had any formal
training in the basic skills necessary to
learn successfully.

Why does it matter

We often evaluate students’ formative or
summative assessments with grades, written, or verbal feedback. But what type of
feedback do we give them to help improve
the efficacy of their preparation for these
assessments? If we do give them feedback
about how to improve the learning process, is it evidenced-based and directed at
improving metacognition, or do we simply
tell them they need to study harder or join a
study group in order to improve their learning? I would contend that we could do more
to help students evaluate their approach to
learning outside of class and examination
performance.

Faculty solution

Several years ago, I began to seriously think
about and research this issue in hopes of
developing an evidence-based process that
would be easy for students to learn and
implement. Out of this work I developed

a strategy focused on the development of
metacognition-thinking about how one
learns. I based it on extensively studied, high
impact learning techniques to include: distributed learning, self-testing, interleaving
and application practice.4 I call this strategy
the S.A.L.A.M.I. method. This method is
named after a metaphor used by one of my
graduate school professors. He argued that
learning is like eating a salami. If you eat the
salami one slice at a time, rather than trying
to eat the whole salami in one setting, the
salami is more likely to stay with you.
S.A.L.A.M.I. is a “backronym” for Systematic Approach to Learning And Metacognitive Improvement. The method is structured
around typical, daily learning experiences
that I refer to as the five S.A.L.A.M.I. steps:
1. Pre-class preparation
2. In-class engagement
3. Post-class review
4. Pre-exam preparation
5. Post-assessment review
Each of the five steps correspond to different “stages” or components of learning
(see figure on next page). Specific tools and
techniques designed to enhance metacognition and learning are employed during each
step. Two tools I have found to be particularly useful are a pre-exam checklist and
an exam wrapper. The pre-exam checklist
guides students through a series of reflective questions to help them think about
the effectiveness of their daily study habits
as they prepare for upcoming assessments.
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The exam wrapper contains several statements describing possible reasons for missing an exam question. The student analyzes
each missed question and matches one or
more of the statements on the wrapper to
each one in an attempt to identify the various factors that he/she is struggling with.

Results
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Some of the most common issues that I diagnose involve illusions of learning.5 Students
who suffer from the ‘illusion of knowledge’
often mistake their understanding of a topic
for mastery. These students anticipate getting a high grade on an assessment but end
up frustrated and confused when receiving a
much lower grade than expected. Information from the S.A.L.A.M.I. exam wrapper
can help them realize that although they

may have understood the concept being
taught, they could not effectively recall
important facts and apply them.
Students who suffer from the ‘illusion of
productivity’ often spend extensive time preparing for an exam, however, the techniques
they use are extremely passive. Commonly
used passive study strategies include: highlighting, recopying and re-reading notes,
or listening to audio/video recordings of lectures. The pre-exam checklist can help students identify the learning strategies they
are using and reflect on their effectiveness.
I use the S.A.L.A.M.I. method in Principles
of Receptor and Dose Response Theory,
an extremely information dense course
that runs 2 hours per day, 5 days a week.
At the beginning of each class, 10 to 15

minutes is taken to discuss various aspects
of the method. Students learn about illusions of learning, the benefits of distributed learning vs. mass practice and how to
implement retrieval practice in their study
through the use of common, in-class active learning strategies. Prior to the first
exam, all students complete the pre-exam
checklist in order to evaluate the effectiveness of their learning. They are also asked
to predict what they will earn on the exam.
During the exam return, all students complete the exam wrapper to analyze their
performance and determine changes that
need to be made to their preparation. Both
the exam wrapper and pre-exam checklist
have been very useful in helping to further “diagnose” learning issues and suggest
recommendations for how students can
change their learning strategies.

Other thoughts

Rather than relying on anecdotal advice
from classmates or old habits that are no
longer working, students should seek
help early on and consistently practice
efficient study strategies as outlined in
the S.A.L.A.M.I. method. If used consistently over time, these tools can help
students successfully make sustainable,
data driven changes in their approach
to learning. They should also remember that digesting information (e.g. a
S.A.L.A.M.I.) in small doses is always
more effective at ‘keeping the information down’ so that it may be consistently
applied later on.
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